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DC Comics' new Wonder
Woman movie has reignited a
fancy for big and bold jewelry
designs. While Diana's tiara
might be a bit too much for
daily wear, everyday superheroes like moms are unleashing
their inner being and channeling their Amazonian power by
accessorizing with this year's
selection of bold cuffs, lasso
like necklaces and star bright
diamond studs.

December Birthstones
Turquoise, Blue Zircon &

G

littering diamonds set in elegant,
modern or classic designs of plat-

nings to this momentous day, journey di-

inum, karat gold or sterling silver
create a gift of stunning beauty.

amonds display the growth of your relationship.
The Solitaire. Available in an array of

Diamond Fashion. A jewelry staple
that is classic, trendy and always appreciated. Diamonds are the most precious

shapes, sizes, colors and prices to meet
any budget, the solitaire is traditionally
given as a symbolic promise of marriage.

con have long been treasured
since ancient times. Having

and valuable of all gems and have been
treasured by both men and women for
centuries, not only for beauty, but for their

Twin Side by Side. The perfect design
to display the love you share with not only
your best friend but your one true love.

only been discovered in the
1960's, purple-blue tanzanite
quickly became one of the

versatility.
Three-stone. A timeless gift showing
tribute to the past, present and future ...

Diamonds in Motion. Movable settings
allow faceted diamonds to dance and flash
with fire to produce a brilliant, glittering

world's most popular gems.

three of every family's most significant
stages in life.
Journey. From the smallest of begin-

sparkle with every move the wearer makes.
A style for every relationship, you won't
go wrong with a gift of fine diamonds.

Tanzanite
For the December born,
prosperity is the welcome gift
offered by these three very
different, unique blue gems.
Opaque, sky-blue turquoise
and transparent, deep-blue zir-
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